Symbolic execution is a classical program testing technique which evaluates a selected control ow path with symbolic input data. A constraint solver can be used to enforce the satis ability of the extracted path conditions as well as to derive test data. Whenever path conditions contain oating-point computations, a common strategy consists of using a constraint solver over the rationals or the reals. Unfortunately, even in a fully IEEE-754 compliant environment, this leads not only to approximations but also can compromise correctness: a path can be labelled as infeasible although there exists oating-point input data that satisfy it. In this paper, we address the peculiarities of the symbolic execution of program with oatingpoint numbers. Issues in the symbolic execution of this kind of programs are carefully examined and a constraint solver is described that supports constraints over oating-point numbers. Preliminary experimental results demonstrate the value of our approach.
Solving the path conditions permits input data to be obtained that activate the path. As only input values are generated, such an approach relies on the availability of an oracle. An oracle is just a procedure that checks the computed outcomes and produces a testing verdict. Symbolic execution can be used to address the path feasibility problem 2, 3] . When the constraint set equivalent to the path conditions is unsatis able, then the selected path is shown to be infeasible. Note, however, that nding all the infeasible paths of a program is a classical undecidable problem 4]. Symbolic execution has been used in numerous applications, such as automatic structural test data gen- However, there is no single oating-point value able to activate the path 1!2!3!4. Indeed, for any single oating-point number x f in (0, 10000), we have x f + 1:0e12 = 1:0e12 1 . Hence the path 1!2!3!4 is actually infeasible although a symbolic execution tool over the reals or the rationals would oat foo1( oat x) f oat y = 1:0e12, z ; 1. if ( RealPaver 20] or Interlog 21, 22] . The key issue here is that these solvers obey to mathematical rules which do not hold for oating-point arithmetic.
As a matter of fact, oating-point arithmetic is quite poor. For example, with oating-point numbers, x + (y + z) is not in general equal to (x + y) + z. Moreover, interval propagation based solvers assume that if z = x + y then x = z ? y. Unfortunately, due to rounding operations, this does not hold for oating-point arithmetic.
Such problems might be seen as unavoidable. By contrast, this paper introduces the techniques required to correctly handle these kinds of issues. Our approach is based on the following two steps:
In a rst step, complex expressions over the oating-point numbers are translated into equivalent relations which capture all the semantics of the oating-point operations; these relations are binary or ternary constraints over the oating-point numbers.
In a second step, a solver dedicated to oating-point numbers is used to solve the resulting constraints; this solver handles these constraints according to the semantics of oating-point arithmetic.
For example, consider again the path conditions extracted from Fig.1 and assume that the initial domain of variable x is ?INF; +INF ]. The rst constraint x > 0:0 reduces the interval of x to 1:401298464324817e ?45; +INF ], the lower bound of which is the smallest non-zero positive number that can be represented in IEEE single-format oating-point arithmetic. Then, the second constraint x+1:0e12 = 1:0e12 reduces 2 the domain of x to 1:401298464324817e? 45; 32767:9990234]. In this example, all the values of the resulting interval are solutions of the path conditions. Hence, it su ces to take any of the single oating-point of this interval to nd a test datum that activates path 1!2!3!4 of the foo1 program. However, this is not generally the case and one must resort to enumeration to nd a solution.
Contributions of the paper. This paper introduces new techniques to symbolically execute programs which involve oating-point computations. The paper extends the theoretical work of Michel 23] on the design of exact projection functions of constraints over the oating-point numbers. Practical details on how to build correct and e cient projection functions over oating-point intervals are given. The paper covers not only arithmetic operators but also comparison and format-conversion operators. FPSE, a symbolic execution tool for ANSI C oating-point computations, has been developed to validate the proposed approach. This paper describes its design and implementation and 2 In IEEE-754 single-format, the constant 1:0e12 is interpreted as 999999995904.
reports some initial experimental results. Note, however, that the paper does not address the general problem of testing oating-point computations. In particular, it does not study the di cult problem of obtaining a correct (but not necessarily exact) oracle in the presence of oating-point computations.
Contents. Section 2 brie y recalls the main principles of symbolic execution and reviews how several symbolic execution tools handle the problem of oating-point computations. Section 3 explains the essence of the IEEE-754 standard for binary oating-point arithmetic and indicates the limitations of the proposed approach. Section 4 presents the design of e cient projection functions over oating-point variables. Section 5 explains how to deal with symbolic values such as in nities. Section 6 describes FPSE and reports some experimental results. Finally, the last section describes directions for further work.
Related work
Only a few studies deal with oating-point computations in the Software Testing community. According to our knowledge, the only directly related work is that of Miller and Spooner 24] . Thirty years ago, they studied how to generate automatically oating-point test data for imperative programs. Their work opened the door for execution-based test data generation methods which does not su er of the above mentioned problems. However, their approach makes only use of program executions and do not rely on symbolic reasoning. Thus, it cannot be used to study path feasibility.
At a time when no standard for oating-point arithmetic was available, sym-bolic execution was pioneered by King 1 der, conversions and comparisons, must deliver to its destination the exact result if possible or the oating-point number that requires the least modication of the exact result w.r.t. the prescribed rounding mode and the result 3 The actual value of the exponent is E ? bias, where E is the exponent value in the oating-point number representation. Thus, with single format oating-point numbers, the maximum value of the exponent is 127 and the minimum value is ?126.
format destination. It is said that these operations are correctly rounded 4 . For example, the single-format result of 999999995904 + 10000 is 5 999999995904 which is the single-format oating-point number nearest to the exact result over the reals. This example shows that the accuracy requirement of IEEE-754 does not prevent surprising results from arising (the second operand is absorbed by the addition operator).
Limitations and notations
In the sequel, we assume an IEEE-754 compliant oating-point unit. The types of oating-point numbers manipulated by the program are limited to the single and the double-format. The proposed framework currently handles only the to-the-nearest rounding direction, which is the default rounding mode in most programming languages. A decimal constant (such as 1:0e12) denotes a oating-point value, and thus, has to be understood as the nearest oatingpoint number according to the default rounding mode (i.e. as 999999995904 with a to-the-nearest rounding mode). Zeros and in nities are handled but NaNs are not. Thus any oating-point unknown is assumed to take only a numerical or in nity value. Henceforth x + (resp. x ? ) denotes the smallest (resp. greatest) oating-point number greater (resp. smaller) than x, with respect to its format. Moreover, mid(a; b) denotes the oating-point number at the middle 6 of a and b. Finally, let ; ; ; denote oating-point operations (i.e. the format dependent result of a to-the-nearest rounding of the exact result) whereas +; ?; ; = denote the same operations over the reals. This paper addresses only the problem of dealing with oating-point variables in symbolic execution; other issues such as dealing with loops, arrays and pointers in symbolic execution are out of the scope of this paper. These problems are more detailed in 28, 29, 10, 11, 30] . Finally, the combination of integers and oatingpoint expressions into a symbolic execution framework are not detailed here.
Hence, programs are limited to oating-point data types.
Symbolic execution
Symbolic execution has been formally described by Clarke and Richardson in 28] . This technique is based on the selection of a single path of the control ow graph and the computation of symbolic states. When one has to deal with oating-point computations, special attention must be paid to the way expressions are evaluated, as described in this section.
Control ow graph and paths
The control ow graph of a program P is a connected oriented graph composed of a set of vertices, a set of edges and two distinguished nodes, e the unique entry node, and s the unique exit node. Each node represents a basic block and each edge represents a possible branching between two basic blocks. A path of P is a nite sequence of edge-connected nodes of the control ow graph which starts on e. V ar(P) denotes the set of variables of P.
Symbolic states and expressions
Symbolic execution works by computing symbolic states for a given path. A symbolic state for path e!n 1 ! : : : !n k in P is a triple (e!n 1 ! : : : !n k ; f(v; v )g v2V ar(P) ; c 1^: : :^c n ) where v is a symbolic expression associated to the variable v and c 1^: : :^c n is a conjunction of symbolic expressions, called path conditions. A symbolic expression is either a symbo- 
Normalization
In the presence of oating-point computations, special attention must be paid to conform to the actual execution of program. It is necessary to take into account the evaluation order and the precedence of expression operators as speci ed by the language 7 . The idea is to exploit the expression's shape of the abstract syntax tree built by the compiler of the program without any rearrangement nor any simpli cation due to optimizations 8 . When symbolic expressions are directly extracted from the abstract syntax tree then, not only the operator precedence is respected but also is the order in which operands are evaluated. This is not always the case when symbolic expressions are extracted from source code by an analyzer. Preserving the order of evaluation in the analyzer is essential with oating-point computations as simple algebraic properties such as associativity or distributivity are lost. An approach called normalization is proposed here. It decomposes expressions and takes into account the above requirements. Normalization makes symbolic expressions over the oating-point numbers independent from the compiling envi- 7 Some languages are quite permissive and give to the compiler some freedom in the interpretation of oating-point expressions. In such a case, we have to observe the actual behaviour of the compiler. 8 Compiler optimisation ags are not allowed here particularly when they rearrange instructions.
ronment.
Any of the symbolic expressions is decomposed in a sequence of assignments where fresh temporary variables 9 are introduced bearing in mind that the order of evaluation must be preserved. For example, let E = v 1 v 2 v 3 v 4 then the resulting decomposition is E = t 1 v 4^t1 = t 2 v 3^t2 = v 1 v 2 because has a higher priority than and operands are evaluated from left to right. This decomposition requires that intermediate results of an operation conform to the type of storage of its operands 10 . In the previous example, if v 1 and v 2 are of single-format, then the temporary variable t 2 must also be singleformat. As a result, path conditions are only composed of binary or ternary symbolic expressions that have a single operator over a known oating-point format. This form is called the normalized form of a symbolic expression.
Solving path conditions over the oating-point numbers
In this section, the oating-point variables are supposed to take a numerical value. We assume here that the computations do not over ow or raise exceptions. These behaviours are handled by means of in nites and NaNs and will be considered in the next section.
Path conditions are composed of normalized symbolic expressions over oating- 9 The introduction of temporary variables does not change the semantic of oatingpoint computations as long as it maps the behaviour of the compiler and of the oating-point unit. 10 This property is not a requirement of IEEE-754 and consequently it is not always The algorithm iterates until the queue becomes empty, which corresponds to a state where no more pruning can be performed (a xpoint).
When selected in the propagation queue, each function is added into a constraint{ store. The constraint{store is contradictory when the domain of at least one variable becomes empty during the propagation. In this case, the set of constraints (path conditions) is known to be unsatis able and the corresponding path is shown to be infeasible. The interval propagation process reaches a xpoint because only a nite number of oating-point values can be removed from the domains. This xpoint is a conservative overestimation (Cartesian product of intervals) of the possible oating-point values for the input variables.
As is usually the case with interval propagation solvers, propagation over oating-point intervals does not ensure that the set of constraints is satisable when a xpoint is reached. Hence, one must resort to enumeration to locate particular solutions. This is done by a labelling procedure which tries to systematically assign a oating-point to a variable and initiate propagation through the constraint{store. This process is repeated until all the uninstantiated variables become bound. If this valuation leads to a contradiction then the process backtracks to other possible values or variables.
Floating-point variable projections
In the proposed approach, each normalized symbolic expression is decomposed into ternary and binary symbolic expressions. These expressions could be directly translated into elementary constraints. Each of these constraints is a ternary or binary constraint and is itself decomposed into projection func- Although this remains implicit, it is important to bear in mind that these formulae are based on the to-the-nearest rounding mode. Note also that they was inspired by interval arithmetic 33,36] but di er from it 11 . Thanks the monotonicity of the to-the-nearest rounding direction, these formula can di- In this example, the new inferior bound of r is rounded up although the result over the reals a l +b l is strictly less than the to-the-nearest rounded result of a l b l . This is due to the fact that a l + b l is strictly greater than mid((a l b l ) ? ; a l b l ). This shows that the formula does not usually retain the solutions over the reals but handles all the solutions over the oating-point numbers. Note that these formula for direct projections lead to an optimal pruning of the interval of r, because IEEE-754 guarantees that the four arithmetic operations are correctly rounded. First, all inverse projections computes the middle of (r l ; r ? l ) and the middle of (r h ; r + h ). The reason for that is that r is the result of a to-the-nearest rounding. More precisely, as the implemented operations are correctly rounded, they might be seen as the rounding to to-the-nearest of the result r R over the reals of the same operation over the reals. Thus, if the oating point number r l is the result of a to-the-nearest rounding, r R has to belong to the interval 12 mid(r l ; r ? l ); mid(r l ; r + l )]. The same reasoning applies to r h . The computation of the middle of two single-format or double format oating-point variables can easily be computed as a wider format is almost always available 13 : the middle of two singles is captured by a double and the middle of two doubles is captured by an extended double. Note that the operations themselves are performed over a wider format, such as in the inverse projection of : mid(r l ; r ? l ) b h as shown in Fig. 6 . Here, both operands of are rst converted into a greater format, although this remains implicit in the formula. Second, special attention must be paid to the computation of the bounds of the projected variable. Operators ; ; ; are correctly rounded. Thus, they can be used to compute their inverse. The complete proof of this statement can be found in 23] and only an outline of it is given here. Consider the computation of a 0 h for the addition in Fig. 6 . As explained above, r h is the 13 Note however that an overestimation of the solution can still be computed using the same format as the operands, but this usually leads to a greater imprecision. mid(r h ; r + h ) ? b l with a rounding to ?1. However, a to-the-nearest rounding computes a conservative value for a 0 h , i.e. a value that is equal or greater than the optimal value, and avoid the cost of a modi cation of the rounding mode.
Computing inverse projections
As a consequence, the formula given here for computing the inverse projections are not always optimal but o er a conservative overestimation of the set of oating-point values that satisfy a given normalized symbolic expression.
Considering the least signi cant bit of r l and r h can lead to slightly more shrinking 23] but requires changing the rounding mode several times during the computation of each projection function. Note also that interesting results from the literature can be used to improve the computation of inverse projections. For example, a classical result 37] says that if x y under ows to a denormalized number then x y is exactly equal to x + y. In such a case, the computation of the middle mid(rh; rh + ) might be avoided.
Handling comparisons and conversions
Comparisons. Relational operators such as ==; >; >=; <; <=; ! = are handled by ordered set properties because the nite set of numerical oating-point variables is totally ordered. The formula is similar for the rst and the second projections, hence only the rst are given in Fig. 7 . The oating-point domain of a (resp. b) is a l ; a h ] (resp. b l ; b h ]) and the domain of the result a 0 is a 0 l ; a 0 h ]. To compute the projections of (direct and inverse), tables 1 and 2 are required. Note that Nv stands for any non-zero numerical value and INF denotes any of the two in nities. Table 1 Value of r in direct proj(r; r = a b) The same procedure can be used for the computation of the projections of ; ; using the tables given at the end of the paper. Note that the nega-tive and positive numerical cases have not been distinguished in these tables.
Although this is useful to implement better pruning of domains, these cases are not di cult to determine as simple sign rules remain valid in the context of non-zeros numerical oating-point values. Note that the only cases where NaN is produced when operands are non-NaNs are 1?1 for ; and 0 1; 0=0; 1=1 for and .
A labelling procedure
As previously said, projection functions only reduce the domains of the variables. Thus, constraint propagation ensures neither the path conditions are satis able nor a test datum to be found in the general case. Note however that this process is e cient as it only requires O(md) operations in the worst case where m denotes the number of constraints and d denotes the size of the largest domain 22]. To nd a solution, a labelling procedure has to be implemented. Some heuristics are used to choose the variables and the values to be rst enumerated. Several heuristics have been discussed in 38] and can easily be implemented. Note that in a symbolic execution framework, only the input variables need to be instantiated as all the other internal variables are computed in terms of these. As soon as a value is given to an uninstantiated variable, the interval propagator wakes up all the projection functions where this variable appears, thereby propagating the choice through the constraint system. In the applications of symbolic execution over oating-point variables, two di cult situations may sometimes occur at the end of the initial propagation step: either the path conditions have no solutions (i.e. the corresponding path is non-feasible) but this has not been detected, or the path conditions have solutions but the resulting intervals are too approximate for it to be found. In these two related situations the labelling process is time-consuming
and cannot be completed in all the cases. However, note there are always less than 2 32 (resp. 2 64 ) possible values in the domain of a single-format (resp. double-format) oating-point value. So the process is no more time-consuming than the one used in constraint-based automatic test data generation environments over integers 39,25,11].
Implementation and experimental results
We implemented a symbolic execution tool for ANSI C oating-point comput- In practice, it is very di cult to guarantee that the symbolic execution will strictly conform to the actual execution because of several reasons: the lack of documentation of the compiler options and design, the existence of unexpected hardware optimizations such as the fused multiply-add a+b*c, the unexpected change of rounding modes by user actions, the defaults in the compiler implementation and so on. These limitations have to be taken into account when interpreting the results of FPSE.
Experimental results
To evaluate the approach, we compared the results provided by FPSE with All programs were compiled with gcc 14 on an ultra Sparc FPU under Solaris 2.7.
14 gcc-3.3.3 -g -Wall -DFPSE SPARC -lm -std=gnu89 -ffloat-store -mhard-float -msoft-quad-float -munaligned-doubles (some default options) and relative changes of the bound exceed a given propagation threshold, which is set to 1.0e-8. To conclude, these experiments demonstrate that the proposed approach is suitable to deal e ciently with small-sized C oating-point computations. Of course, the set of experiments is too restricted to easily extrapolate the results to larger computations but this work is a rst attempt to address the problem of oating-point computations in symbolic execution.
Further work
In this paper, a new symbolic execution framework able to handle correctly IEEE-754 compliant oating-point computations has been introduced. The de nitions of correct and e cient projection functions for solving normalized symbolic expressions have been given. Handling other rounding modes than the to-the-nearest number appears as being a tedious but not di cult extension of the proposed framework. In the same spirit, handling the square root function is straightforward: this function is included in the IEEE-754 standard and is correctly rounded. Dealing with extended formats appears to be an interesting extension as computations require more and more precision. This extension probably requires using multiple-precision oating-point numbers,
as exploited in some computer algebra systems. The most di cult extension concerns the transcendental functions as there is nothing to guarantee that the computation is correctly rounded in these cases. This problem known as the table maker dilemma problem is likely to be the more prospective part of future work on this topic.
Appendix
This appendix contains the tables used in direct and inverse projections when in nities are involved in the computations. Table 5 Value Table 6 Value of r in direct proj(r; r = a b) Table 7 Value of r in direct proj(r; r = a b) Table 8 Value Table 9 Value of a in rst inverse proj(a; Table 10 Value 
